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Neoclassical theory views the question of how people makes economic choices from the
perspective of an individual who has rational preferences.
Within their budgetary limitations, such rational individuals are supposed to constantly
maximize the fulfilment of their preferences by rational actions.
These mythical agents moreover live in a world where only things that can be evaluated by
money are wanted.
Rationality is expressed by the the so-called transitivity axiom which says that if someone
prefers A to B, and B to C, then that a rational person will also prefer A to C.
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For people in any income group: is it rational to vote for the guy to the left in the picture??

The axiom of preference transitivity is questionable. Many observed real-life conditions
clearly contradicts it. Take for example preferences among low income earners in Toronto:
A to B - low income groups on average have a preference for enhanced public services.
B to C - this only obtains if politicians who support such policies are elected.
A to C - a high number of people belonging to low income groups voted for Rob Ford.
Such observations indicate that irrational preferences are quite common. In the U.S., the Tea
Party represents a similar phenomenon with supporters in low income groups who
irrationally vote for politicians that work for the interests of the economic elite.
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Marx History:
While Marx lived at
Dean Street, his main
production were writing
articles for New York
Tribune, which however
paid poorly. The Marx
family lived in extreme
poverty and several
children died including
one falling to the 1855
cholera epidemic
ravaging Soho.

Dean Street where Marx lived during the first half of the 1850s

Marx starting point was that economic activities are embedded in social structures and
therefore only can be analyzed in contexts of historically and culturally defined social spaces,
in which power relations define the economic structures and relationships.
He noted that simple reproduction, such as existing in Europe’s pre-capitalist society, is
expressed by C M C.
Farmers and tradesmen sell their excess commodities (C) in central markets for money (M)
in order to be able to buy other commodities (C) which they need.
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Marx History:
In 1856, the Marx family moved
to Grafton Terrace, in Kentish
Town one of the new middle
class suburbs developing around
London, While there, Marx
published “Contribution to a
Critique of Political Economy”. It
is, together with Capital 1, the
only of his economic works
published during his lifetime.
Several of the posthumously
published economic works were
written during this period,
including “Theories of SurplusValue” considered Vol. IV of
Capital (publ. 1905-10).
Marx lived 1856 - 1864 at the still standing 46 Grafton Terrace in Kentish Town

In capitalist market economies, instead of direct producers the production function is
considered carried out by capitalists and wage labourers that are alienated from each other
by having opposite motives for engaging in production. The formula of exchange becomes
M

C

M+

This is explained as money (M) acquires commodities (C) (either by investing in production
or buying as middlemen/distributors), that exchanges for more money (M+). In capitalism,
former direct producers of tradesmen and farmers become wage labourers in industrial
enterprises.
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Marx History:
Marx wrote “Capital Vol.1
(published 1867) at this
place. He also started
writing volume 2 & 3 here.
In 1870, Engels sold his
remaining stake in the
Manchester factory and
moved to a house nearby.

The red apartment building is the site of a house where Marx lived 1864 - 75,

Marx went on to develop the key c - v - s equation, where c stands for constant capital, v for
variable capital and s for the capitalist surplus (not equal to profit which obtains from total
capital, not just the used-up part). Marx exemplified this by dividing a worker’s day into three
parts, that each rewards one of the three components, e.g.:
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Marx History:
The three places where Marx lived in
middle class Kentich Town where not
far from each other,
While living at Maitland Park, Marx
was working on “Capital” 2 until 1878.
He continued to work on Capital 3
right up until his death in 1883.

Marx lived a 41 Maitland Park Road from 1875 to his death in 1883

The M

C M+ formula can also be explained as:
Money Cost Relations of Producing Commodities More Money+
This underscores the alienation and contradiction between capitalists and workers.
“More Money” is a function of C and market prices, P.
Since market prices, costs of materials, and interest rates are not considered under the
control of the capitalist producer (an approximation not totally true in modern markets)
the capitalists’ main tool for maximizing M+ is by reducing wages, the main cost
component of commodity production.
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Marx History:
When Engels in 1870
moved to Primrose Hill,
while it was only few
hundred meters from Marx’
place, it was decidedly more
upscale.
They would meet practically
every day until Marx death.
Afterwards, Engels worked
on editing Capital vol. 2
(published 1885) and vol. 3
(published 1894).
The house of ‘The Grand Lama of Regents Park Road’, a.k.a Friedrich Engels, 1870-1895

If transitivity can not be sustained as a general principle, while conversely the incidence of
widespread irrationality is accepted as a common phenomenon, the epistemological
foundation of neoclassical economics fall away.
On the side of business relations, the prevalence of mark-up prices based on market power
and manipulated information invalidates neoclassical price theory.
Marx’s economics started with noting the decisive function of capitalists’ market power in
labour markets, which is the cause of exploitation and surplus accumulation. However, Marx
did not develop a detailed theory of price formation in consumer’s market; that essentially had
to wait for the theory of Monopolistic Competition in the 1930s.
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Marx History:
By the end of Marx’ life, his
position as the international
workers’ movements leading
theoretician was cemented.
Engels inherited the mantle as
caretaker of Marx’ works. and
until his own death in 1895 he
remained a central figure in
the rising international
workers’ movement.
Engels at Zürich 1893, 2nd Internationale

The advantage of the Marxian approach to economics is that it conceives economic
relationship not as given by non-sensical claims of perfect competition, etc., but by the
actual social processes in historical and cultural time.
The problem of many modern Marxian economists is that they are not, A, accepting that
some of the neoclassical methodologies such as marginalism are perfectly compatible with
Marxian economics, and, B, they ignore progressive economists that are not self-identified
Marxists, for instance Gunnar Myrdal (non-equilibrium circular cumulative causation),
Herbert Simon, (bounded rationality), Daniel Kahneman (prospect theory), just to name a
few whose work has made important contributions to economics.

